Proudhons Exchange Bank: Socialism for Petites Bourgeoises or Vision of a Credit Money Economy?
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Influenced by early French socialists Proudhon closed a bridge from socialism to political economy. Without underplaying the necessary criticism such as his biologism and antifeminism (Adam, 1868; D’Hericourt, 1856) as well as antisemitism (Krier, 2009; Schapiro, 1945), a deficient discussion of Proudhon’s economic ideas can be stated. Gide and Rist in their History of economic doctrines (1915) devoted 30 pages to Proudhon and thereby carefully discussed original ideas behind the exchange bank (bank of the people). However, many important thinkers and economists discussing Proudhon misinterpret his exchange bank as a bank storing labour values and handing out labour paper money (Damaschke, 1920; Gesell, 1958; Kropotkin, 1910; Marx, 1847). The false interpretation of Proudhon continues persistently in recent encyclopedia and is a misplacement in the history of economic doctrines that this contribution aims to correct. I want to show that Proudhon has envisioned an endogenous credit money economy far from the notion of any commodity bank conceptualized by Owen and other early Socialists.

While Proudhons thoughts are rarely structured and difficult to follow, there might be another important reason rooted in Marx’ desire to raise his power within the sphere of socialist ideas. His defaming book The poverty of philosophy (1847) attempted to downplay the influence of Proudhon in
the socialist movement emerging that time. Marx did not only shunned an academic debate with Proudhon (Hilmer, 2000; Roemheld, 2000), but criticized „viciously every anarchist with whom he came into theoretical or practical contact” (Thomas, 2013: 14). And this happened after Marx praised Proudhon in his Book *The holy family* (1845). The anarchist Rocker (1925: 5) even claimed: „All who have seriously studied Marx’s evolution as a socialist will have to concede that Proudhon’s work *What is Property?* was what converted him to socialism.“

Proudhon is one of the early thinkers of modern credit money and its functionality. The practical implementation of his ideas did not succeed and I don’t claim that the exchange bank would function the way Proudhon designed it. However, from studying Proudhon’s credit and capital theory (Proudhon, 1849, 1927), foreshadowing the works of Keynes (Dillard, 1942), we might draw lessons of practical relevance (Ferraton & Vallat, 2011). An understanding of his credit reform in order to overcome capitalism can also help to critically evaluate more recent reform proposals.
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